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At the present time, Silver jewelery is gaining huge popularity in the globe of fashion. Stunning silver
jewelery epitomizes fashion with class at affordable prices. In-fact, one of the crucial reasons for
growing fascination of silver is its affordability over other metals. Silver is a metal which has been in
use for over centuries. Among the silver jewelery, limited edition silver jewellery made up of sterling
silver is very popular. Sterling silver is solid silver which is a mixture of 92.5% pure silver and 7.5%
metal alloy and is hallmarked as â€œ925â€•. Metal alloy is added to silver to make it hard and durable. For
its beauty and elegance, handmade silver jewelery is adorned by all young and old. Nowadays,
silver jewelery is available in form a wide array of ornaments such as rings, necklaces, bracelets,
cuff links, belt buckles etc.

Tips to Care for Sterling Silver Jewelery

It is essential to follow certain upkeep measures to take good care of limited edition silver jewellery.
When silver reacts with Sulfur-dioxide and Hydrogen sulphide in the air, it results into discoloration
of the silver. Such discoloration is known as tarnishing of silver and is usually caused by pollution
such as cigarette smoke, furnace fumes etc. It can also be caused by egg yolks, mustard, table salt,
vinegar, perspiration, rubber floor coverings, rubber bands etc. In order to prevent tarnishing, you
can take following precautions:

* Wash sterling silver jewelery with water and a mild detergent

* You should avoid contact of your silver jewelery with hair colors, body lotions, hair spray or oils of
any kind on your jewelery

* Avoid showering or swimming with your handmade silver jewelery

In case your sterling silver jewelry has been tarnished, you can get it polished to restore its luster.

Buying Sterling Silver Jewelry

With the growing fascination for jewelery, jewelery manufacturers are coming up with best silver
jewelery offer to lure customers. If you are planning to buy Sterling Silver jewelery, it is essential to
consider details of craftsmanship such as intricacy of designs, weight and any flaws or areas of
tarnish. As more and more manufacturers are offering limited edition silver jewellery online, it is
advisable to conduct adequate research before buying such jewelery through online stores.
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Author is an expert in the field of metals and jewellery, specialized in a sterling silver jewelry. If you
want to get an education on the field of silver jewellery before purchasing a ring or bracelet, make
sure to read her articles. You can find more info on a handmade silver jewelery online.
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